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JEREMY IRONS TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY STREET’S DOCUMENTARY, 
THE FIRES THAT BURN,

 FOR VISION TV

“Spirituality is what I do with the fires that burn within.”
       -Sister Elaine MacInnes

Victoria, BC… The May Street Group Film, Video, & Animation Ltd. is pleased to 
announce that actor Jeremy Irons will participate in the company’s one hour 
documentary, The Fires That Burn – licensed by Vision TV – about the life of Sister 
Elaine MacInnes.   

The Fires That Burn explores the extraordinary life and work of Sister Elaine 
MacInnes – professional musician, Roman Catholic nun, Zen master, and prison activist 
– and her unusual journey to greater understanding. The documentary will retread 
eighty-year old Sister Elaine’s life path of constant spiritual redefinition, and uncover the 
journey from her harrowing days as a body shield and activist during civil war in the 
Philippines, to her inspiring work in British prisons, and finally to her present-day 
campaign to get meditation teachers into prisons across Canada. 

Internationally renowned actor and director Jeremy Irons (The Mission, Brideshead 
Revisited, M Butterfly, Merchant of Venice…) became a friend and supporter of Sister 
Elaine’s in the UK, as she helped to build the Prison Phoenix Trust – an organization 
with a mandate to increase access of prison inmates to meditation and yoga techniques. 
Mr Irons is pleased to participate in any project that reinforces the profound effect that 
Sister Elaine’s activities have had across the globe and looks forward to being 
interviewed for the program.

Director, and May Street president, Hilary Pryor says, “ It is an honour to meet Sister 
Elaine and begin the process of bringing her extraordinary life - as a Catholic nun, Zen 
master and advocate for prisoners - to the screen. She brings together all that is best in 
diverse religions and applies it to the spiritual betterment of the underprivileged.”

Principal photography for The Fires that Burns begins July 15/04 – locations include 
BC, Ontario, the UK, the US, Japan and the Philippines.
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